Medical Scales
There are various types of scales today which are used for weighing the overall weight of a
person today. They are known as physician scales, doctor scales, scales for wheelchairs and
bathroom scales. With so many different types of scales it can be extremely difficult for
people to distinguish between them. The medical scales often found in doctors’ offices are
known as physician’s scales. However many doctors have started to keep advanced and
upgraded digital scales in offices which are known as doctor’s scales, but some promote the
use of traditional scales.
Paediatricians also use scales known as baby scales, to measure
the weight of the baby and its growth. It is an effective tool
which can be used to determine the health of a child and is
therefore available at every paediatrician’s office. Some
doctors have wheelchair scales, also known as scales for
wheelchairs in their offices. The scale is designed to
accommodate the entire wheelchair and the person sitting in
the chair and is used to measure the weight of disabled people
accurately.
There are other types of scales as well such as bariatric scales, which have the unique ability
to read weights of up to 1000lbs! They come in hand in exceptional cases or when patients
need to be weighed after a surgery. There are even liquid and food scales for people, who are
on a strict diet plan and want to measure the exact amount of food and liquid they are
consuming on a daily basis. The most common type of scales are undoubtedly the bathroom
scales which are usually found in the homes of people, who want to keep a check on their
weight and who like to be informed about their overall weight regularly.
Medical scales of all sorts are necessary whether they are being
used in the doctor’s office or the home. It is a vital piece of
equipment, which allows people to keep records of their health
and fitness. The different variety of medical scales has made it
possible for doctors, patients and even the common man to
help determine the health of their body accurately.
There is a very wide array of medical scales, ranging from
doctor’s scales, to bathroom scales, to scales for wheelchairs
and even physician scales. Each one is different and offers
something unique to the user, no matter who that person is or
how qualified they are.
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